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Emergent Literacy Activities: Literacy
Development in the Preschool.Classroom
ARTICLE BY JILL

M. ROCKWOOD

What is Literacy Development?
"Young children's literacy development involves emerging knowledge,
skills, and attitudes about both written
and oral language" (Richie et. ·al., 1991,
p. 28). The young benefit from learning
about reading, as long as reading
instruction is appropriate for their developmental level (Leu, Jr., D.J. et al., 1991,
p.105).

What Can Educators Do to
Facilitate Literacy Development?
Teachers should view themselves as
learners, as well as facilitators of learning. By using a "hands-on" or manipulative approach to learning, educators can
increase students' motivation. As
Lamme and Lee (1990) suggest, through
"hands-on" activities the children
become teachers of each other. They
develop confidence in themselves as
both teachers and learners (p. 296). For
educators, this approach might involve
spending more time planning and developing lessons, but the rewards are worth
the effort.
Music, used in the curriculum, can
nurture literacy. Feierbend (1990) suggests using songs that have traditionally
emerged from the child's world. The
emphasis should be on self-expression,
gradually working toward refinement.
This can be compared to the way that
early speaking skills naturally evolve

When Does Literacy Develop?
"Until recently most educators concentrated on the oral language aspect of
literacy development. We now know that
most young children begin to learn
about reading and writing much earlier
than was previously imagined. Many toddlers and early preschoolers can already
identify logos and signs familiar in their
homes and community environments"
(Richie et. al., 1991, p. 29). This knowledge supports the fact that we should
begin providing opportunities for literacy development very early in life.
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from eager attempts to refined precision
(p. 15). Music activities include finger
plays, action rhymes and developing
new songs from patterns.
"Effective teachers of young children
include symbolic play in their early education curricula. They design and prepare play environments, knowing that
children learn through play" (Schrader,
1990, p.22). Teachers can set up centers
such as a housekeeping area, general
store and post office. This is done by
simply providing materials; dramatic
play will occur naturally.
Schrader (1990) found that Vygotsky's
(1978) empirical studies of three, four
and five-year-olds led him to conclude
that make-believe play can be seen as a
major contributor to the development of
written language. The process of written
language begins with oral language, then
moves through symbolic play, finally to
written language (p. 23).
Reading to children is an important
aspect of emergent literacy. By introducing the story before reading, a teacher
can motivate students and build interest
for further exploration. Good book introductions explore, test out, and draw on
children's knowledge (Clay, 1991, p.
267). Reading extends far beyond published texts. Children can dictate stories
make them into a variety of class books.
Effective education is a collaborative
effort between parents, educators and

children. Hoffman and Kantner (1992)
state that both parents and teachers
want children to be successful learners.
Learning to read and write is an important part of that process (p. 24). At home
parents can reinforce many of the activities and themes teachers facilitate in the
classroom.
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